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A complete, accurate and up-to-date investment product hierarchy is essential
for the proper operation of buy-side firms. However, establishing and maintaining
an investment product master presents a number of challenges due to the lack of
standardization of hierarchies and terminology. The situation is most complex for
multi-jurisdictional organizations and those that have grown through mergers
or acquisitions.
EDM from IHS Markit addresses these challenges with its flexible data schema,
which accommodates the idiosyncrasies of product hierarchies and allows firms
to maintain different hierarchies for individual regions and entities. The product
master supports an N-level investment hierarchy, including investment group,
investment strategy, investment product, investment vehicle and other clientspecific hierarchal levels.
Product master data can be sourced from both EDM and external platforms.
Regardless of the source, the data undergoes user-defined data quality checks
before being merged, based on configurable business rules, to become part of the
master data set.
The resulting product hierarchy enables firms to deliver improved management
reports, and provides robust, clean data sets for predictive analytics that help
increase assets and minimize redemptions.

Customizable workflows
Flexible UI workflows give users control
over how they set up the levels in the
product hierarchy, including strategies,
mandates, funds and sleeve structures.
Manageable entitlements functionality
allows users to control who is involved in
setting up and editing the details of each
hierarchical level. EDM supports multilanguage workflows and data entry.
It also enables past- and future-dating
of attributes to streamline data entry
and change. Status dashboards provide
updates on incomplete attributes.

Exception management and
data quality
EDM provides exception management
workflows. These surface data quality
issues in the product master and allow
the end-user to resolve any exceptions.
Trend analysis can be performed on
the platform to track data quality
over time and ensure fully cleansed,
authoritative data points are being
distributed downstream.

Look-through

EDM gives users the ability to link and
display related data through the web
Auditability and data lineage
UI. A product master can be combined
Users benefit from the ability to track data with a security and positions master
back to its raw source format, as well as a to provide complete look-through
complete audit trail on any dimensional
across the organization. It can also
changes. This transparency includes
be linked with an account master to
visibility into enrichment and mastering
produce visibility of clients that invest in
workflows for improved data governance. individual funds.
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